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Human functions and traits are linked to cerebral networks serving different emotional and cognitive control systems,

some of which rely on hemispheric specialization and integration to promote adaptive goal-directed behavior. Among the

neural systems discussed in this context are those underlying pro- and antisocial behaviors. The diverse functions and

traits governing our social behavior have been associated with lateralized neural activity. However, as with other complex

behaviors, specific hemispheric roles are difficult to elucidate. This is due largely to environmental and contextual

influences, which interact with neural substrates in the development and expression of pro and antisocial functions. This

paper will discuss the reciprocal ties between environmental factors and hemispheric functioning in the context of

antisocial behavior. The paper will attempt to familiarize readers with the prominent literature and primary questions to

encourage further research and in-depth discussion in this field.
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1. Introduction

The search for neurobiological correlates of adverse social behaviors, such as violence, addiction, and crime,

encompasses an ongoing investigation into the role of functional cerebral asymmetry and interhemispheric transfer .

Adult antisocial behaviors are defined as disruptive behaviors that violate social rules and involve defiance of authority

and disregard for the rights of others . They often include rule-breaking, criminal, and violent acts, as well as a failure to

follow moral guidelines , and have been associated with the pursuit of power and the manipulation and exploitation of

others to achieve personal goals . While antisocial behavior is a component in psychiatric disorders, including antisocial

personality disorder (APD) and psychopathy, it can also occur on its own .

The diverse functions and traits governing both pro and antisocial behavior, from inhibitory control to attention to empathy,

have been associated with lateralized neural activity . However, as with other complex behaviors, specific hemispheric

roles are difficult to elucidate . This is presumably due in large part to environmental and contextual influences,

which interact with neural substrates in the development and expression of pro and antisocial functions .

2. Cerebral Asymmetry

The idea that the two hemispheres operate in different, albeit integrated, ways is the basis for discussing neural

lateralization and asymmetry with respect to any particular behavior or ability . Lateralization is believed to enable

efficient use of brain tissue and increase neural capacity by preventing unnecessary duplication, contributing significantly

to the brain’s plasticity and adaptability in the face of social, environmental, and pathological changes .

At the most basic level, the left hemisphere (LH) is generally associated with language functions including speech,

comprehension, and writing, as well as arithmetic. Meanwhile, the right hemisphere (RH) is said to underlie creativity,

visuo-spatial skills, and facial recognition . Beyond this relatively simplistic division, several researchers have

attempted to characterize hemispheric and inter-hemispheric activity in greater detail [8, 18]. The two hemispheres are

believed to interpret the same data and organize contextual connections between elements of information in different

ways . In this view of hemispheric lateralization, the LH is associated with sequential information processing and

logical thinking, and it facilitates analysis by organizing symbolic or iconic material to create a strictly ordered and

unambiguously understood context . The RH, meanwhile, is associated with image thinking and the single-stage

parallel processing of many elements of information, creating an integral but ambiguous context .

While this and other conceptualizations of cerebral asymmetry highlight different modes of experiencing and responding

to the world, it is clear that the two hemispheres are interdependent . Under normal circumstances, the brain

works as an integrated whole, with the two hemispheres transferring information between them via the corpus callosum to

create a unified and coherent experience . When the balance between them is disrupted by damage to a particular
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hemisphere or to the quality of interhemispheric transfer, specific deficits in cognitive and emotional processes can arise

. In the following section, I present research on lateralized dysfunction in relation to antisocial behaviors,

including antisocial personality disorder and psychopathic traits. Later in the paper, I discuss modulation of these brain–

behavior relationships by environmental and contextual factors.

3. Neural and Cognitive Substrates of Antisocial Behavior

Successful, adaptive social and interpersonal relationships generally involve solidarity, compassion, and consideration for

the feelings and needs of another, all of which rely heavily on emotional comprehension and processing abilities .

Adaptive social behavior also relies on cognitive control and executive functions, including goal-directed behavior,

decision-making, and planning , which support self-regulation and the inhibition of inappropriate behavior .

When any of the emotional and cognitive functions underlying adaptive social functioning are damaged, antisocial

behavior can occur .

In accordance with the reliance of social functioning on both emotional and cognitive components, antisocial behavior has

been associated with damage to brain regions involved in decision-making, inhibitory control, impulsivity, reactive

aggression, and dysregulation of emotions . These areas converge into two main neural networks (see Figure 1):

the cognitive control network, including the lateral prefrontal and parietal cortices and parts of the anterior cingulate cortex

(ACC) associated with the cognitive control processes, and the socio-emotional network, which includes the amygdala,

ventral striatum, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and superior temporal sulcus .

Each of these networks can further be divided into left and right hemisphere components  which are discussed in the

context of antisocial behavior below.

Figure 1. (Adapted from 40). Representation of the socioemotional and cognitive control systems, which are associated

with executive mechanisms related to antisocial behavior. mPFC = medical prefrontal cortex; OFC = orbitofrontal cortex;

VLPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; EFs =

executive functions.

4. Lateralized Neural and Cognitive Substrates in Antisocial Behavior

There is evidence that anatomical and functional abnormalities in regions including the OFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(DLPFC), ACC, and temporal cortex, as well as subcortical regions result in different antisocial styles when the two

hemispheres are differentially affected . Generally speaking, reduced RH activity appears to be associated

with impaired socioemotional and behavioral functioning, such as the inability to withdraw from aversive and dangerous

situations, whereas disinhibition and impaired approach behaviors, such as impulsivity, stimulation seeking, and

aggression, have been linked primarily to an overactive LH . In accordance, there are studies describing

antisocial behavior characterized by affective and interpersonal deficits, believed to be mediated by an underactive RH,

and antisocial behavior characterized by an impulsive, aggressive, and reward-seeking style, associated with an

overactive LH . Other studies report different, and sometimes contradicting patterns associated with LH versus

RH dysfunction . The large variation in the findings on lateralized neural dysfunction likely reflects heterogeneity

among the samples of antisocial individuals with different patterns of cognitive and emotional deficits, as well as diverse

behavioral and neuroimaging methodologies . Beyond this, it is clear that neural substrates interact with the

environment, which also plays a key role in the development and expression of antisocial tendencies.
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5. Environmental Influences on Neural Substrates and Behavioral
Expressions of Antisocial Tendencies

The roles of external environmental factors on antisocial behavior, within the context of cerebral lateralization, are

discussed below with respect to two broadly-defined categories: (1) environmental effects on early and ongoing neural

development, contributing to the creation of neural function and dysfunction associated with antisocial behavior, and (2)

contextual determinants of antisocial behavior, or aspects of the environment that contribute to the expression of

antisocial behaviors.

5.1. Environmental Effects on Early and Ongoing Development of Lateralized Neural Functions
Associated
with Antisocial Behavior

While structural and functional hemispheric asymmetries become established in the human fetus, attesting to genetic

underpinnings , postnatal environments also have lifelong effects on brain health . A significant body of work

shows that mental states and behavioral outcomes, including antisocial traits and behavior, are a reflection of both

environmental experiences and innate factors that impact the brain’s ability to adapt to changing environmental demands

. Brain asymmetries and lateralized functions are also determined by internal and external factors before

and in the years immediately following birth . Certain areas of the RH develop earlier than the homologous areas of

the LH, beginning in utero and continuing at least through the first few years of human life . Brain development

appears to begin with a growth spurt of the RH during the first two years of life that is shaped by emotional

communications with the caregiver . The RH, which is heavily involved in emotional and social processing, is believed

to maintain dominance for the first three years after birth until LH development catches up . Atypical brain asymmetries

are believed to be the product of disruptions in these early neurodevelopmental processes . The resulting alterations

in neural circuits have been associated with behavioral phenotypes, including antisocial tendencies, as expressed in

delinquency and physical aggression . The most studied environmental factors among diverse antisocial

populations are parenting variables (e.g., neglect, inconsistent parenting), negative life experiences (e.g., sexual abuse,

physical abuse, exposure to violence), antisocial culture (e.g., poor neighborhoods), family wealth or economic status, and

personal employment . Beyond direct influences on RH and LH development, exposure to stress, neglect,

and maltreatment during childhood can result in poor interhemispheric communication due to corpus callosal

abnormalities . A deprivation or lack of early experience reduces brain stimulation during development, which

weakens the growth and development of the corpus callosum and thereby disrupts hemispheric specialization .

Reduced communication between the cortical and subcortical regions in the two hemispheres can potentially play a

causal role in the affective and cognitive deficits that characterize individuals with antisocial behavior  (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The interplay between environmental, epigenetic, and neural influences on the cognitive and emotional abilities

underlying pro- and anti-social behavior. Life experiences and diverse environments affect connections between higher-

order association areas in the frontal and parietal lobes in the left (L) and right (R) hemispheres, as well as DNA

methylation-dependent gene expression. These interrelated mechanisms, in turn, affect lateralized emotional and

cognitive abilities related to antisocial behavior.

The Role of Epigenetic Factors in the Development of Neural Asymmetry and Antisocial Behavior
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Due to their role in the development of hemispheric asymmetries, epigenetic mechanisms, which are tied to the

environment for extensive review see , can also a ect antisocial behavior. A primary epigenetic mechanism is DNA

methylation (DNAm), a covalent modification of the DNA molecule that serves as an interface between the dynamic

environment and the fixed genome . Unlike the DNA sequence, which is stable and robust, epigenetic processes are

often tissue specific, developmentally regulated, and highly dynamic . The epigenetic control of biological pathways

within the neuroendocrine, serotonergic, and oxytocinergic systems plays a crucial role in the cognitive and emotional

processes underlying social behavior . DNAm is also linked to the lateralization of nervous system

organization, which is among the mechanisms through which it can contribute to antisocial behavior and related

psychopathic traits.

Indeed, epigenetic mechanisms might underlie relationships between environmental factors and antisocial tendencies

(see Figure 2) . Criminology research examining early life adversity, from socioeconomic conditions to family

environment to trauma, shows that life experiences can result in stable changes in DNAm . Tobacco exposure,

substance use, and psychosocial stress are among the few established environmental sources of methylation change

related to antisocial behavior . Given these recent findings, further research is needed to better understand the

ontogenesis of functional lateralization at the population and individual levels, particularly with respect to antisocial

behavior.

5.2. Environmental and Contextual Determinants of Antisocial Behavior

Environmental factors not only influence the development of lateralized dysfunctions underlying antisocial tendencies, but

also influence the expression of these tendencies . While the neural factors described above appear to predispose

individuals to antisocial behavior, the deficits manifested in a given situation also depend on situational demands and

stimulus types, which can differentially activate different regions in one or both hemispheres (see Figure 3) .

Figure 3. Brain areas associated with performance of tasks with predominantly emotional (A) versus cognitive (B)

stimulus types. Stimulus types as well as situational demands (e.g., high/low cognitive load) can activate different regions

in the socioemotional and cognitive control networks in one or both hemispheres. Depending on these and other

contextual factors, deficits in these neural circuits can lead to the expression of different antisocial behaviors.

In healthy individuals, different stimulus characteristics are known to be associated with different neural patterns during

cognitive and emotional task performance . Nejati et al. , for example, investigated how the left DLPFC (l-

DLPFC) and right OFC (r-OFC) interact in healthy participants during affective and cognitive executive functioning, using

several behavioral tasks and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). They found that the affective components of

executive functioning, which they defined as risk-taking behavior and risky decision-making, required involvement of both

the r-OFC and the l-DLPFC, while the cognitive components of inhibitory control and planning relied more exclusively on l-

DLPFC activity. Their findings reflect the differential recruitment of the l-DLPFC and r-OFC based on the degree of

involvement of cognitive control and emotional–motivational processes in a given task, and they support the possibility

that impairments in these regions result in different behavioral outcomes, based on the task at hand.

Accordingly, individuals with deficits in the l-DLPFC might exhibit antisocial behavior in situations involving sudden

changes in environmental constraints or internal goals, which require the suppression of irrelevant information and

resolution of conflict between competing demands . In contrast, individuals with deficits in the r-OFC might exhibit
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antisocial behavior in situations that require resisting temptation or rewards associated with risky and negative outcomes

.

Thus, abnormal functioning in these regions will not necessarily result in antisocial behavior, but rather create antisocial

tendencies that manifest differently depending on external stimuli and demands. A model that directly addresses dynamic

cerebral asymmetry in antisocial behavior is the LH Activation (LHA) hypothesis , which largely attributes psychopathy

to LH dysfunction. Specifically, the LHA hypothesis predicts that information processing is disrupted among individuals

with psychopathic tendencies when LH resources are substantially and differentially activated by processing demands .

Cognitive deficits in individuals with psychopathic traits are therefore viewed as state-specific, or evident only under

conditions that require the substantial involvement of LH resources . This model can explain inconsistent findings

among individuals with psychopathic traits in performing tasks that pose different cognitive demands . It is also in

line with the behavioral variability often exhibited by this population, which can be controlled and restrained at times, and

at other times exhibits poor judgment, outbursts of rage, and poor moral judgment . The LHA hypothesis is supported

by imaging and behavioral studies showing LH involvement in cognitive strategy use, such as the reappraisal and

regulation of emotion .
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